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Ocean fertilization by pyrogenic aerosol iron
Akinori Ito 1✉, Ying Ye 2✉, Clarissa Baldo 3 and Zongbo Shi 3✉

Aerosols supply bioaccessible iron to marine biota which could affect climate through biogeochemical feedbacks. This paper review
progresses in research on pyrogenic aerosol iron. Observations and laboratory experiments indicate that the iron solubility of
pyrogenic aerosol can be considerably higher than lithogenic aerosol. Aerosol models highlight a significant contribution of
pyrogenic aerosols (~20%) to the atmospheric supply of dissolved iron into the ocean. Some ocean models suggest a higher
efficiency of pyrogenic iron in enhancing marine productivity than lithogenic sources. It is, however, challenging to quantitatively
estimate its impact on the marine biogeochemical cycles under the changing air quality and climate.
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INTRODUCTION
Iron (Fe) is the fourth most abundant element in the Earth’s crust,
but the rise of the oxygen level during the late Archean and early
Paleoproterozoic periods reduced the capacity of seawater to
retain dissolved Fe (DFe). In parts of the global ocean where the
supply of Fe, either from the bottom (e.g., sediment and
hydrothermalism) or the top (i.e., atmospheric deposition), is
low, Fe becomes a micronutrient that limits the marine
productivity. These oceans are often termed as the high-
nutrient low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions such as the subarctic
north Pacific, the east equatorial Pacific, and the Southern
Ocean1,2. It has been hypothesized that enhanced dust deposi-
tion led to an increase in the export of biogenic carbon from the
surface to the deep ocean (i.e., via the biological carbon pump),
substantially contributing to the lower concentration of the
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) during the last glacial
maximum (LGM), the so-called “iron hypothesis”3.
A number of artificial Fe fertilization experiments in the open

ocean confirmed that the addition of Fe in HNLC regions leads to
increased phytoplankton growth4 and export of organic particles
into the deep ocean5,6. Further investigations have been found in
naturally Fe fertilized regions, for example, in Fe-limited regions in
the Southern Ocean where the input of Fe from islands or shelf
regions leads to patches of phytoplankton blooms, which can be
observed in satellite images7. Furthermore, atmospheric delivery
of Fe to the open ocean also stimulates nitrogen fixation and thus
relieves nitrogen limitation in low latitude oceans8,9.
Long-range transport of desert dust to the open oceans has

been well documented since the 1980s10,11. A traditional view is
that mineral dust dominates the global supply of atmospheric Fe
to the ocean, which is why dust aerosol was in the center of the
global research in the atmospheric Fe cycle. Global aerosol models
have been used to estimate atmospheric deposition fluxes of Fe in
dust from arid and semi-arid regions. By assuming a solubility of Fe
in the dust (i.e., the ratio of dissolved to total Fe in unit of
percentage), the deposition flux of DFe could also be estimated,
although a wide range of aerosol Fe solubility was reported over
different oceanic regions of the world12,13. Recent atmospheric
models14–16 estimated that the deposition flux of DFe to the ocean
varied between 0.26 and 0.53 Tg Fe yr−1, which was in the higher
range of estimates in earlier studies (0.05–0.54 Tg Fe yr−1)12,13

(Table 1).

In the last decade, Fe-containing aerosol from anthropogenic
sources has raised attention because of its high aerosol Fe
solubility17,18. The term “anthropogenic” Fe is used here as primary
Fe from fossil fuel and biofuel combustion sources. Anthropogenic
sources of Fe also include dust and biomass burning, which are
directly or indirectly emitted due to human activities such as
climate and land use/cover changes19. The emission fluxes of
these sources are difficult to quantify due to the episodic nature of
dust and open fire events, and thus are not explicitly disentangled
in this work. Therefore, anthropogenic sources mainly contribute
to pyrogenic Fe, while pyrogenic Fe from biomass burning can be
partly ascribed to natural sources.
An intercomparison exercise by the Joint Group of Experts on

the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental Protection
(GESAMP) Working Group 38, “The Atmospheric Input of Chemicals
to the Ocean” suggests that pyrogenic aerosols contribute to
around 20% of deposited DFe to the oceans14,18. Traditionally, it is
thought that pyrogenic sources are less sensitive to global
environmental change due to their significantly lower Fe deposi-
tion flux compared to mineral dust, and thus have a minor effect
on ocean biogeochemistry, and consequently on the carbon
cycle20,21. However, high aerosol Fe solubility (>10%) is often
reported at low aerosol Fe concentration over the open ocean22–24.
The GESAMP intercomparison study suggests that this trend is
attributed mainly to DFe released from pyrogenic Fe oxides18. The
role of pyrogenic Fe sources in the marine Fe cycle has been
explored in several ocean biogeochemical models19,20,25–27, which
used the spatial distribution and temporary variation of Fe
solubility directly supplied by the atmospheric models. Some
recent model results suggested that pyrogenic Fe-containing
aerosols could enhance the net primary production (NPP) more
efficiently than lithogenic Fe sources19,20 and the global carbon
export efficiency of pyrogenic Fe was considerably higher than
lithogenic Fe by a factor of 620–919.
Atmospheric sources of Fe and its role in marine biogeochem-

istry have been reviewed in the last few years28–32. In this paper,
we focus on pyrogenic sources of Fe to the ocean and track the
effective fraction of Fe that is supplied by aerosols from pyrogenic
sources, deposited to the sea surface, and undergoes the entire
biogeochemical cycling in the ocean (Fig. 1). Therefore, we use
“DFe” consistently for both the atmospheric and ocean research
fields to refer to the most readily bioavailable form, bearing in
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mind the differences in measurements and terminologies in the
different research fields32. In addition to the primary sources (as
described above), this review will also discuss “secondary” DFe,
which refers to the Fe solubilized during atmospheric processing
of relatively insoluble Fe in aerosols (Fig. 1), in particular the
acidification of Fe particles by the uptake of anthropogenic air
pollutants such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Figure 1 summarizes the key processes in the cycling of

pyrogenic aerosol Fe: Fe-containing particles are emitted by coal
combustion, ships, metal smelting industry, and open biomass
burning, along with other air pollutants such as SO2, NOx, VOCs,
and ammonia (NH3). Fe solubility in pyrogenic aerosols is highly
dependent on the nature of the aerosol near the source regions,
while it is significantly enhanced by photochemical processing
during the atmospheric transport, in particular by acidification due
to uptake of inorganic and organic acids. Aerosols and associated
DFe enter the ocean via dry or wet deposition where the aerosol
particles disaggregate, aggregate with organic particles in the
ocean and sink. The deposited DFe binds with oceanic organic
ligands and is taken up by phytoplankton, leading to an increase
of biological production in Fe-depleted regions. A fraction of

deposited DFe is lost due to particle adsorption (scavenging).
Pyrogenic aerosols have an impact on climate physically by their
effect on radiation balance and biogeochemically by ocean
fertilization, which stimulates the marine biological carbon pump
and the emission fluxes of aerosol and their precursor gases.
In the following, we will review these processes, which span

three key areas (1) observational and laboratory evidences on
anthropogenic signatures of atmospheric Fe aerosols; (2) global
atmospheric modeling of the emission, chemistry, and deposition
of pyrogenic Fe; and (3) ocean biogeochemical modeling of the
impact of pyrogenic Fe deposition on marine productivity and
carbon cycle.

FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we will review the key observational and laboratory
evidences of the direct emissions and secondary production
of DFe.

Aerosol Fe emission and solubility
The estimated global total Fe emission to the atmosphere is
37–140 Tg Fe yr−1, around 95% originating from lithogenic
sources, while the rest coming from pyrogenic sources including
open biomass burning, coal combustion, shipping emissions, and
metal smelting industry33–38. Even though mineral dust represents
the largest contribution to atmospheric Fe, their solubility over
low latitude source regions is low, usually <0.5%39–42. On the other
hand, the pyrogenic aerosol Fe solubility varies considerably
depending on the sources and can be 1–2 orders of magnitude
higher than mineral dust (Table 2).
Table 2 summarizes the Fe solubilities (%) in aerosols of

pyrogenic origins, including solid fuel combustion, biomass
burning, and liquid fuel combustion. Solid fuel combustion includes
biofuel wood and waste burning, coal combustion, and metal
smelting process. The total Fe content and the estimated
contribution of each source to the total Fe emissions are also
reported. The total Fe emissions from solid fuel combustion and
biomass burning are 0.5–1.9 Tg Fe yr−1 and 0.5–1.2 Tg Fe yr−1,

Table 1. Comparison of total and DFe deposition fluxes to the oceans
(Tg Fe yr−1) and aerosol Fe solubility (%) from the multi-model
ensemble study14 to earlier12,13 and more recent studies15,16.

Study Total Fe DFe Aerosol Fe
solubility

Fung et al.12 5 (0%) 0.05–0.54 (0%) 1.0–10%

Jickells et al.13 16 (0%) 0.16–0.32 (0%) 1.0–2.0%

Myriokefalitakis et al.14 15 (2.8%) 0.26 (18%) 1.6%

Hamilton et al.15 26 (5.0%) 0.53 (23%) 2.0%

Ito et al.16 18 (1.1%) 0.27 (18%) 1.5%

The parentheses represent percent Fe from pyrogenic sources.
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Fig. 1 Graphical illustration of the cycle of Fe from lithogenic and pyrogenic sources. Fe-containing particles are emitted by coal
combustion, ships, metal smelting industry, and open biomass burning in addition to the emission of mineral dust particles. During the
atmospheric transport, the solubility of Fe in aerosols is enhanced by photochemical processing. Dry and wet deposition unload aerosols and
DFe into the ocean where aerosols participate disaggregation/aggregation and sink. DFe binds with organic ligands and enters the biological
cycle, or is removed from the dissolved pool by particle adsorption (scavenging).
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respectively33–38. Minor contribution derives from liquid fuel
combustion such as ship emissions, which is around 0.02%33,34,36–38.
The total Fe content is 0.1–12% in coal fly ash34,38,43–48, 0.02–5.5% in

biomass burning aerosol45,47,49,50, and 0.1–9% in oil fly ash34,38,42–44,47.
Emission inventories apply much higher Fe content to iron and steel
smelting-related processes (26%–44%)34,38.
Schroth et al.42 found a very high aerosol Fe solubility in oil fly

ash (77%–81%), where Fe is likely in the form of ferric sulfate salt
(Fe2(SO4)3 · 9(H2O)). A laboratory study reported 36% aerosol Fe
solubility for oil fly ash, which is significantly higher than the 0.2%
aerosol Fe solubility for coal fly ash43. The dominant component of
coal fly ash is the aluminosilicate glass with aggregates of Fe
(oxyhydr)oxide43,46,47, which is less soluble than ferric sulfate salt.
Oakes et al.51 also estimated a considerably lower aerosol Fe
solubility for coal fly ash (0.06%), compared to 51–75% and 46%
Fe solubilities in vehicle exhaust and biomass burning, respec-
tively. Guieu et al.52 and Paris et al.49 reported much lower aerosol
Fe solubility for biomass burning near the source (around 2%)
than the 18% aerosol Fe solubility over the ocean for aerosols
mainly influenced by bushfire plumes (not at source)53. Field
observations and laboratory measurements suggest that Fe
solubilities near the source regions vary significantly, with lower
values observed near dust source regions but higher values near
oil combustion and biomass burning sources (Table 2). The high
Fe solubilities in aerosols from the oil and biomass combustion are
attributed to the presence of Fe sulfate instead of Fe oxides or Fe-
bearing silicate minerals in dust42,51. Long-range transport can
alter the Fe properties and enhance Fe solubilities. It appears that
current observations are inadequate to trace the aerosols from
different sources and capture the variabilities in their Fe

solubilities during atmospheric processing after atmospheric
mixing between air masses of various origins.

Field observation on pyrogenic Fe aerosol
The most direct evidence of anthropogenic emissions of Fe-
containing aerosols comes from the single-particle analysis.
Anthropogenic Fe-rich particles were directly identified close to
the source, (i.e., steel plants), by both single-particle mass spectro-
meter54 and microscopic analysis55,56. They were also identified in
the marine atmosphere, for instance, over the English Channel57,
Western Pacific Ocean58–60, and in the urban atmosphere56,61.
Figure 2a shows spherical Fe-rich particles, which are likely formed
under high-temperature processes, such as in steel plants.
Field observations have reported that magnetite is ubiquitous

in anthropogenic aerosols62–65, as it crystallizes from the
aluminosilicate glass during the ash formation. Since magnetite
(Fe3O4) and hematite (α-Fe2O3) strongly absorb sunlight, a
modified single-particle soot photometer (SP2) was employed to
identify light-absorbing Fe oxide (FeOx) particles originating from
anthropogenic combustion processes62,66. The field measure-
ments over both East Asia and the Arctic reported that mass
concentrations of anthropogenic FeOx were at least 20% of those
of black carbon (BC)67. On the other hand, a limited number of
observations suggests that magnetite is low or negligible in
mineral dust from low latitude regions such as northern Africa and
Asia, e.g., from not detectable to 0.1% in Saharan dust68,69 to
0.1–0.8 wt% in source regions of Asian dust70–72. Magnetite in
high-latitude dust could be higher, for example, 1–2 wt% in
Icelandic dust73. The content of magnetite in anthropogenic

Table 2. Estimated total Fe emissions, total Fe content, and aerosol Fe solubility largely influenced by pyrogenic aerosol sources: solid fuel
combustion, biomass burning, and liquid fuel combustion.

Total Fe content (%
particle mass)

Estimated total Fe emissions
(Tg Fe yr−1)

Aerosol Fe solubility (%) for specific sources

Solid fuel combustion 8.8 Desboeufs et al.43 0.66 Luo et al.35 0.20 2 h leaching in pH 4.7 sulfuric acid Desboeufs et al.43

1–11 Sholkovitz et al.44 0.51 Ito33 0.06 30min leaching in de-
ionized water

Oakes et al.51

0.02–16 Ito and Feng45 0.77 Myriokefalitakis et al.36

3.57–9.32 Chen et al.46 1.04 Wang et al.37

3.7–11.9 Fu et al.47 1.91 Ito et al.34

0.9–3.8 Borgatta et al.48 2.16 Rathod et al.38

0.1–26 Ito et al.34

0.12–44 Rathod et al.38

Biomass burning 0.02–3.4 Ito and Feng45 1.07 Luo et al.35 2 7 days leaching in seawater Guieu et al.52

5.4–5.5 Paris et al.49 1.15 Ito33 18 Instantaneous leaching in seawater Bowie et al.53

0.06–3.4 Ito50 0.79 Ito et al.34 2.19 30min leaching in de-
ionized water

Paris et al.49

0.4–3.3 Fu et al.47 1.2 Myriokefalitakis et al.36 46 30min leaching in de-
ionized water

Oakes et al.51

0.5 Wang et al.37

Liquid fuel
combustion

9.3 Fu et al.47 0.016 Ito33 36 2 h leaching in pH 4.7 sulfuric acid Desboeufs et al.43

0.9–3.78 Schroth et al.42 0.015 Myriokefalitakis et al.36 77–81 Successive leaching in de-
ionized water

Schroth et al.42

3.5 Desboeufs et al.43 0.022 Wang et al.37 51–75 30min leaching in de-
ionized water

Oakes et al.51

0.2–4 Sholkovitz et al.44 0.019 Ito et al.34

0.96–1.7 Ito et al.34 0.034 Rathod et al.38

0.11–4.37 Rathod et al.38

The solid fuel combustion includes biofuel wood and waste burning, coal combustion, and metal smelting process.
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aerosols and their contribution to ambient bulk aerosols remain
largely unknown. Therefore, more research is needed to quantify
the content of magnetite in the sources and the Fe dissolution in
aerosols34,74.
Several observational studies have attempted to link the aerosol

Fe solubility to the aerosol chemical components. These studies
suggest that the tendency of high Fe solubilities with low Fe
concentrations is influenced by pyrogenic sources and/or atmo-
spheric processing39,41,75–77. It is, however, difficult to quantita-
tively disentangle these two factors from the atmospheric
observations of the elemental composition alone24,78.

Field observations on the atmospheric processing of
pyrogenic Fe aerosol
Zhu et al.79 proposed that the low pH predicted in aerosol water
under polluted conditions could lead to the dissolution of ferric Fe
from α-Fe2O3, FeO(OH) and Fe(OH)3 minerals. Many laboratory,
modeling and observation studies aimed to confirm the acid Fe
dissolution hypothesis80. Laboratory experiments showed the
insoluble Fe in aerosols is dissolved at low pH conditions (pH
1–3)46,47,81,82, lending some indirect evidence to this hypothesis.
However, field observations have been less conclusive76,78,83–86.
Recently, Li et al.59 provided convincing evidence of the acid
dissolution of Fe in aerosol water. They observed Fe-containing
particles in samples collected over the Yellow Sea, likely from coal
combustion and steel industries, which were coated with sulfate.
The single-particle analysis suggested that Fe was detected not
only as “hotspots” (i.e., primary particles) but also in the sulfate
coating as (water-soluble) Fe sulfate (Fig. 2b, c). Since water-
soluble Fe was not detected in the freshly emitted particles, this
could only be formed via the acid dissolution of the primary
particles.

Laboratory experiments of Fe dissolution kinetics
Aerosol particles are subject to both physical and chemical
processes during long-range transport. The chemically and
photochemically based processing have been shown to have
the potential to convert relatively insoluble Fe to more labile Fe
forms59,76,77,87–89. Several studies focused on the acid and
photochemical processes involved in the Fe dissolution in

lithogenic and pyrogenic aerosol sources. Laboratory simulations
have currently identified three principal mechanisms for the Fe
dissolution: proton-promoted, ligand-promoted, and photo-
reductive dissolution of Fe43,46,47,81,90–99.
The aerosol Fe solubility primarily depends on the pH of the

leaching media and is enhanced as the pH decreases. At low pH,
the increasing concentrations of H+ contribute to the protonation
process which weakens the Fe–O bond on the particle surface
favoring the detachment of Fe from the bulk oxides into
solution100. Shi et al.81,98,99 investigated the effect of the proton-
promoted dissolution on mineral dust during laboratory experi-
ments to simulate acid and cloud processing, where the dust
particles were subjected to multiple cycling between acidic (24 h
at pH 1–2) and circumneutral pH (24 h at pH 5–6) up to 3 days.
Low pH (pH 1–2), a condition relevant to fine aerosols, enhances
the dissolution of metals including Fe and copper (Cu)101. Under
cloud conditions (pH 5–6), the Fe dissolution is suppressed, and
the formation of Fe-rich nanoparticle aggregates was observed
when with no organic ligand in solution81,98,99.
Chen et al.46 simulated the acid and cloud processing of three

certified coal fly ash samples, where the suspension of coal fly ash
was cycled between pH 2 and pH 5 over periods of 24 h. The
aerosol Fe solubility was ~20–70% after three pH cycles46, which
was considerably higher than that one found in mineral dust98.
Subsequently, a laboratory study90 investigated the impact of
organic ligands (i.e., oxalate) on the Fe dissolution behavior at low
pH of the certified coal fly ash samples in comparison with the
Arizona test dust (AZTD). Chen and Grassian90 reported that at low
pH the aerosol Fe solubility of the fly ash could almost double in
presence of oxalic acid. The aerosol Fe solubility for the fly ash
samples (~40–80%) were similar to ~60% for the AZTD after 45 h
at pH 2 in presence of oxalate. Oxalate can form bidentate
complexes with Fe on the particle surface, and thus it promotes
the Fe dissolution process when in excess. In addition, the light-
induced reduction of the structural Fe(III) to Fe(II) along with the
oxidation of Fe(II)-oxalate complexes can further enhance the
detachment of Fe(II) from the surface to yield dissolved Fe(II)
(photo-reductive dissolution)90.
Fu et al.47 assessed the Fe dissolution kinetics of lithogenic and

pyrogenic aerosol sources at pH 2. The leaching experiments were
carried out in hydrochloric acid solutions in either dark conditions

Fig. 2 Dark-field TEM images and elemental maps of C, S, and Fe and NanoSIMS ion intensity maps of CN−, S−, FeO−, and FeS− of
individual Fe-bearing particles. a, b Elemental maps showing two individual sulfate particles with Fe-rich particles (as hotspots). c Ion
intensity maps showing the presence of organic matter, sulfate, Fe oxide, and Fe sulfate (reproduced from Li et al.59).
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or the presence of light (Fig. 3). The aerosol Fe solubility after 12 h
was 2.9–4.2% for coal fly ash, 74% for oil fly ash, 8.9–26.4% for
biomass burning aerosols, and 4.3% for the Chinese loess. Slightly
higher Fe solubilities were observed in presence of light (with no

organic ligands) compared to dark conditions, due to the
photochemical reduction of surface Fe(III) to Fe(II).
Borgatta et al.48 conducted laboratory experiments on coal fly

ash samples collected from three distinctive locations: the USA
Midwest, North-East India, and Europe. Sodium chloride (NaCl)
was used to adjust the activity of proton in the acidic solutions (pH
1–2) to represent the high ionic strength in marine aerosol water.
The resulting total Fe solubility at pH 2 after 24 h was 15–70%. The
high variability in Fe dissolution behavior is attributed to the
different physicochemical properties of the three coal fly ash
samples. For example, Fe speciation, surface area, and morphol-
ogy are dependent on the source region and the coal combustion
process48. This is consistent with the findings in previous
studies46,90. The high ionic strength influences the activity of
protons and ligands in solution, hence it can affect the Fe
dissolution behavior. However, currently, only a limited number of
studies have considered the effect of the high ionic strength on
the aerosol Fe solubility48,91,94.
Overall, oil fly ash and biomass burning aerosols showed high Fe

solubilities at acidic conditions, while the coal fly ash had variable
Fe solubility, similar or considerably higher than mineral dust
(Fig. 3)47,93. The Fe dissolution rates determined through laboratory
experiments were used to parameterize atmospheric processing
and the transformation of relatively insoluble Fe into DFe according
to the proton-promoted, oxalate-promoted, and photo-reductive
dissolution processes in global models (Table 3). The source type is
also considered, as the release rate of DFe is faster in combustion
aerosols compared to mineral dust (Fig. 4)94,102.

ATMOSHPERHIC AEROSOL MODELING OF IRON
Modeling aerosol Fe emissions from lithogenic and pyrogenic
sources
Traditionally, aerosol Fe emissions were associated with lithogenic
sources only, assuming an average Fe content similar to the upper
crustal material (3.5% for the percentage of Fe by weight)12,13.
Later studies derived the Fe content in mineral dust aerosols from
the geographical map of soil103–105. The Fe distribution in clay and
silt soils was then utilized to estimate the spatial distribution of the
Fe emissions94,106,107. More recently, atmospheric chemistry
models implemented the emissions of pyrogenic Fe sources33–38.
In practice, models need to adopt parameterizations or simplifica-
tions of the Fe emissions. The modeling approaches used to
estimate the aerosol Fe solubility in pyrogenic sources at the point
of emission can be classified into bulk-specific, mineral-specific,
and source-specific. The bulk-specific method assumes uniform
aerosol Fe solubility (i.e., 4%) for all anthropogenic combustion
sources35,45, based on the limited numbers of observations
available at the early research stage39. The mineral-specific
approach uses a mineralogy-weighted solubility method38, based
on laboratory measurements for Fe sulfate, clay minerals, and Fe
oxides. The source-specific approach utilizes different Fe solubi-
lities depending on the Fe chemical composition of the source
type at the emission33,36,37, as summarized in Table 2. In the
following sections, we describe a detailed analysis of lithogenic
and pyrogenic Fe from the Integrated Massively Parallel Atmo-
spheric Chemical Transport (IMPACT) model16, one of the state-of-
the-art global aerosol models with detailed Fe chemistry. We also
provide a brief discussion of the differences in four atmospheric Fe
models, which participated in the GESAMP intercomparison study
(i.e., the Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4)107, the
Tracer Model 4 of the Environmental Chemical Processes
Laboratory (TM4-ECPL)36 and the Goddard Earth Observing System
with Chemistry (GEOS-Chem)108). IMPACT33 and TM4-ECPL36

adopted the source-specific approach for estimating aerosol Fe
solubility, while CAM4 used the bulk-specific method35 and then
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Fig. 3 Comparison of total dissolved Fe concentration (mg g−1)
between pyrogenic and lithogenic aerosol sources at pH = 2 or 7.
Total dissolved Fe concentration in a oil fly ash, b biomass burning
particle, and c coal fly ash and Chinese Loess (CL) in dark conditions
or under irradiation in HCl suspensions, solids loading of 1.5 g/L
(reproduced from Fu et al.47). The error bars represent one standard
deviation from triplicate experiments.
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CAM5 updated to the mineral-specific approach38. GEOS-Chem
model did not include pyrogenic aerosols108.
In the IMPACT model, dust emissions are dynamically simulated

using a physically-based emission scheme109,110, considering the
Fe distribution in clay and silt soils94,105. On the other hand,
anthropogenic emission fluxes are prescribed by the monthly
estimates for each source sector34,111. The daily estimates for open
biomass burning emissions are based on a terrestrial biogeo-
chemistry model in conjunction with satellite measurements50,112.
In the IMPACT model, very low aerosol Fe solubilities at the
emission are considered for mineral dust (0.1%), solid fuel
combustion (0%), and biomass burning aerosols (0%), while high
aerosol Fe solubility is prescribed for liquid fuel combustion
aerosols (58 ± 22%). Because DFe content in aerosols at emission
can be highly variable, the arithmetic mean of the measurements
is used for the initial Fe solubility in the oil combustion aerosol33.
This reflects the lower Fe aerosol solubility for Fe-containing
aluminosilicates compared to ferric sulfate and aggregated
nanocrystals of magnetite observed in the laboratory measure-
ments (Table 2)42,47. While we recognize the uncertainties,
particularly for solid fuel combustion and biomass burning
aerosols (Table 2), model simulations based on these prescribed
solubilities are broadly consistent with field observations (see
discussions later). Both the models and observations showed an
increase in aerosol Fe solubility over the open ocean compared to
the source region for coal fly ash, biomass burning aerosols, and
mineral dust during the atmospheric transport18,40,52,53,87,113. On
the other hand, sporadic high Fe solubility was reported for
aerosols possibly influenced by a ship’s plume of lowest-grade fuel
combustion (e.g., heavy fuel oils, residual fuel oils, crude oils, or
bunker fuels) over the Arabian Sea114.

Aerosol Fe dissolution from lithogenic and pyrogenic sources
The photochemical transformation of Fe from mineral aerosols in
the marine atmosphere has been initially associated with sulfuric
acid originating from marine biological emissions of dimethylsul-
fide (DMS)115. However, these sulfuric acid concentrations are too
low (much lower than those from anthropogenic sources) to
induce substantial Fe dissolution from mineral dust aerosols, due
to the buffering ability of alkaline minerals such as calcite45,79,80.
The interaction of sub-micron aluminosilicate-rich particles with
sulfuric and nitric acids during the atmospheric transport can
result in very acidic solutions, particularly when sulfate is a major
component116,117. The acidic conditions could lead to the
substantial Fe dissolution in aerosols if the alkaline minerals were
externally mixed with Fe-rich aluminosilicate minerals45,118. This is
true for pyrogenic Fe-containing aerosols especially when the
acidic species are substantially co-emitted (Fig. 2)59,102. Although
the laboratory studies indicate that oxalate can enhance the Fe
dissolution rate, only some Fe-rich particles may contain

oxalate119. In fact, both the IMAPCT model results and field
observations found no significant correlation between oxalate and
DFe over a coastal city of China, partly because of the external
mixing of oxalate-rich aerosols with Fe-rich aerosols, which can
suppress the oxalate-promoted Fe dissolution near the polluted
regions102,120.
The thermodynamic equilibrium modules have been used to

estimate the pH in the aqueous phase of hygroscopic parti-
cles36,45,80. IMPACT model considered external mixing of size-
resolved pyrogenic aerosols from alkaline mineral dust and sea-
salt aerosols102, whereas TM4-ECPL36 and GEOS-Chem108 assumed
internal mixing of the aerosols. The internal mixing of mineral dust
with different types of aerosols led to the lower pH for the finer
particles but resulted in relatively basic pH conditions over the
Southern Ocean partly due to the buffering capacity of sea-salt
particles36. The internal mixing of mineral dust with different size
bins resulted in basic pH conditions for mineral aerosols over the
Southern Ocean partly due to the buffering capacity of alkaline
mineral108. CAM4107 did not include the thermodynamic equili-
brium modules, and pH = 2 was prescribed when the concentra-
tion of sulfate aerosol was larger than the concentration of
calcium35. The pH calculation was updated for CAM515 by
lowering the prescribed aerosol pH to 1 for fine particles,
compared to 2 for coarse particles.
Observations and laboratory simulations provide convincing

evidence that atmospheric processing can lead to the solubiliza-
tion of relatively insoluble Fe in aerosols. The modeling approach
used to represent the Fe dissolution behavior during the
atmospheric processing is also classified as bulk-specific,
mineral-specific, and source-specific. The bulk method assumes
the crystalline Fe oxides (i.e., hematite) dissolution rates for all
sources35,45,80. However, the calculated Fe dissolution rates for
pure hematite are much slower than those obtained from the
laboratory experiments for different dust source samples97. The
mineral-specific approach applies different Fe dissolution rates for
each mineral15,36,106. Laboratory measurements showed that the
dissolution rates of the aluminosilicate minerals such as smectite,
illite, and chlorite were similar to each other after normalizing the
dissolution rates to the mineral mass121. The similarity in the Fe
release rates between illite and African dust samples at acidic pH
values allowed us to reduce the number of mineral tracers for
implementation in the models94. Thus, the source-specific method
ignores the dependency of dissolution rates on the surface area of
mineral particles. This simplification is supported by the laboratory
experiments, which indicate the minor effects of particle size of
aluminosilicate minerals on the initial Fe solubilities and dissolu-
tion rates122,123. In addition, the simulated atmospheric processing
of coal fly ash samples in acid and circumneutral solutions caused
the disintegration of the aluminosilicate glass into small irregular
fragments, and thus produced highly dispersed Fe-bearing

Table 3. Constants used to calculate Fe dissolution rates for pyrogenic aerosols in IMPACT model102 and CAM515.

Dissolution scheme Model Rate constant Ki(T)
a mi

c Aj
d

Proton-promoted IMPACT 3.05 × 10−9 × exp[E(pH)b × (1/298− 1/T)] 0.36 0.8

CAM5 1.3 × 10−11 × exp[9.2 × 103 × (1/298− 1/T)] 0.39 90

Oxalate-promoted IMPACT 2.24 × 10−7 × exp[E(pH)b × (1/298− 1/T)] 1 0.8

CAM5 2.3 × 10−7 × [oxalate] + 4.8 × 10−7

Photoinducede IMPACT 2.39 × 10−7exp[E(pH)b × (1/298− 1/T)] 1 0.8

aKi(T) is the reaction coefficient (moles m−2 s−1) for each dissolution scheme i.
bE(pH) = −1.56 × 103 × pH + 1.08 × 104.
cmi is the reaction order with respect to aqueous phase protons.
dAj is the specific surface area of Fe species in units of m2 g−1.
eThe photoinduced dissolution rate of Fe compounds is scaled to the photolysis rate of H2O2 calculated in the model.
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particles exposed to the aqueous phase, enhancing the availability
of Fe-bearing species being attacked by protons unlike the
crystalline aluminosilicate in mineral dust46,47,90. This supports the
use of the source-specific approach94,102.
In the IMPACT model, the transformation of relatively insoluble

Fe into DFe following the proton-promoted, oxalate-promoted,
and photo-reductive dissolution processes is dynamically simu-
lated according to the aerosol bin sizes and their source types. The
sulfate and oxalate largely reside in the accumulation mode
mainly due to cloud processing, whereas nitrate is primarily
associated with aerosols in the coarse mode. Furthermore, the Fe
dissolution rates in the acidic solution used for the fly ash were
considerably faster than those used for the mineral dust (Fig. 4).
Consequently, within the IMPACT model, the transformation of
relatively insoluble Fe in fine combustion aerosols into DFe is
much faster than that for coarse mineral dust aerosols during their
atmospheric lifetime94,102. In fact, during the atmospheric trans-
port, the uptake of acidic species on the surface of pyrogenic Fe-
containing aerosols (Fig. 2) determines the release of DFe in the
aerosol acidic deliquescent layer and enhances the aerosol Fe
solubility18,59.
Below, we provide a brief overview for evaluation of aerosol Fe

solubility, focusing on pyrogenic Fe. Most models12,13,36,37,108

except IMPACT do not consider Fe dissolution processing from
pyrogenic aerosols explicitly. CAM4107 used the same Fe dissolu-
tion scheme for pyrogenic Fe as in lithogenic Fe in a “medium”
soluble state (Table 3). CAM4 assumed lithogenic Fe to be in either
a readily, medium, or slow soluble state based on previous
laboratory97 and modeling106 studies.

Comparison of Fe solubility between model estimates and
observational data
The comparisons of the aerosol Fe solubilities estimated by the
atmospheric models with field observations are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. In addition to the compilation of measurements for the
GESAMP studies18, extensive data set gathering aerosol Fe
measurements across the 70°E–150 °E and 10°S–70°S sector of
the Southern Hemisphere124 was used to evaluate the IMPACT
model. Although mineral dust is the major source of Fe, the
aerosol Fe solubility was extremely low over the Arabian sea and
the eastern North Atlantic Ocean near the Saharan dust source
region (Fig. 5). Much higher aerosol Fe solubility was reported in
multiple field campaigns (up to 100%) far from the source regions.
IMPACT simulated a wider range of aerosol Fe solubility than the

other models. This may indicate that the faster dissolution rates
for pyrogenic Fe contribute to improvement in simulating the
larger degree of enhancement in Fe solubilities of aerosols over
the open ocean that are influenced by sources of biomass burning
and fossil fuel combustion, compared to that for mineral dust
during atmospheric transport. The IMPACT model successfully
simulated the aerosol Fe solubility in the Northern Hemisphere
but did not capture the wide range of Fe solubilities over the
remote ocean in the Southern Hemisphere where low aerosol Fe
concentrations prevailed. TM4-ECPL and GEOS-Chem also under-
estimated Fe solubility in the Southern Hemisphere, whereas
CAM4 overestimated this. In IMPACT, TM4-ECPL, and GEOS-Chem,
Fe dissolution is suppressed mainly due to the higher pH
conditions of the mineral aerosols over the Southern Ocean. In
contrast, CAM4 is relatively insensitive to the acidity, as most DFe
is formed via in-cloud processes. Thus, the overestimation of Fe
dissolution in CAM4 was likely due to the lack of suppression
mechanism for in-cloud aerosol dissolution process over the
Southern Ocean. Recently, an inverse modeling technique
suggested that bushfires contributed a large fraction of DFe
concentrations in Fe-containing aerosols, although the substantial
contribution from missing sources (e.g., coal mining activities,
volcanic eruption, and secondary formation) was still inferred16.
Furthermore, the external mixing of pyrogenic aerosols with
mineral dust can promote acidification of the sub-micron aerosols
from bushfires, which were the dominant contributor of DFe for
biomass burning in contrast to mineral dust. This is reasonably
consistent with field observations, which showed that higher Fe
solubilities for finer aerosols influenced by biomass burning and
fossil fuel combustion sources but no such trend for mineral dust-
dominated aerosols76,85,86,113.
The IMPACT model captures enhanced Fe solubility over the

Bay of Bengal, largely due to forest fires in South Asia and
Southeast Asia18. Analysis of stable carbon isotopic composition of
oxalic acid with Fe solubility suggests that the marine aerosols
influenced by the forest fires over South Asia experience oxalate-
promoted photochemistry of Fe in acidic solution over the remote
Bay of Bengal125. Furthermore, a single particle analysis at a
suburban coastal site in Hong Kong suggests that the oxalate−Fe
photochemical processing for anthropogenic aerosols facilitates
sulfur oxidation, leading to considerable sulfate formation126. This
further facilitates the water uptake on aerosols and thus can
explain why biomass burning particles usually undergo oxalate–Fe
photolysis leading to high Fe solubility. On the other hand, the
overestimates of aerosol Fe solubility over the tropical Atlantic in
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the Southern Hemisphere suggest that the IMPACT model
overestimated the contribution of biomass burning aerosols
downwind from the source regions for specific cruises (Fig. 5).
The apportionment of pyrogenic Fe in mineral dust aerosols
entraining into the atmosphere due to pyro-convection from
vegetated lands can be sensitive to the fire severity and fuel

conditions during forest fires50. Moreover, the model assumed the
same Fe dissolution rate constants of coal fly ash for biomass
burning aerosols, although the Fe dissolution rate was dependent
on the pH, ambient temperature, and the competition for oxalate
between surface Fe and DFe47,90,102. Although the proton-
promoted dissolution rate used in the IMPACT model (Fig. 4)
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was within the range of biomass burning aerosols (Fig. 3), the
oxalate-promoted Fe dissolution rate for combustion aerosols is
available from only one laboratory study90. In their laboratory
experiments, the acidic solution was prepared from purely oxalic
acid90, while the acidity in ambient fine particles is mainly
determined by sulfate with significantly lower oxalate concentra-
tion117,127. In fact, their dissolution rate for AZTD is very similar to
the coal fly ash in pH 2 solutions acidified by oxalic acid90, and is
much faster than that was examined for African dust samples in a
more realistic aerosol solution (Fig. 4)94. The latter study set up the
amount of oxalate based on the molar ratio of oxalate and sulfate
in ambient fine particles127. Thus, the oxalate-promote dissolution
experiments need to be examined for different types of aerosols in
a more realistic aerosol solution.
The underestimates of aerosol Fe solubility over the Southern

Ocean may indicate that the model underrepresented the Fe
sources and the dissolution rates for Fe-containing aerosols

influenced by well-mixed aerosol sources during the long-range
transport (Fig. 5). A recent analysis of aerosol measurements with
the IMPACT model over a coastal city of China revealed enhanced
aerosol Fe solubility in fog conditions compared to other weather
conditions such as haze and dust120. The median aerosol Fe
solubility in foggy days was 5.8%, which was 3.3 times higher than
in hazy days (1.8%), 5.2 times higher than in clear-sky days (1.1%),
and 22 times higher than in dusty days (0.27%)120. The lower
water content in the haze and dust particles may be responsible
for the lower Fe dissolution rate in the acidic solution, and
consequently, suppress the aerosol Fe solubility94. Field observa-
tions in Atlanta, southeastern USA, support that the acid
dissolution driven by particle liquid water plays a dominant role
and the primary emissions of pyrogenic Fe are the secondary
importance128. On the other hand, the higher aerosol Fe solubility
in fog cannot be reproduced by the model, possibly because the
fog enhancement is not considered. For example, a laboratory
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study simulating cloud-water processes showed positive feedback
between the SO2 uptake and the Fe dissolved on the particle
surface129. Fog events are frequent in Antarctica130. The mean
aerosol Fe solubilities in ice core and snow samples obtained at
Dome C (10%)131 in the inland areas of Antarctica were higher
than those in the coastal areas such as Berkner Island (~3%)131,
Lambert Glacial Basin (~1.2%)132 and Roosevelt Island (~0.7%)133.
Since anthropogenic emissions of acidic gases are substantially
less in the Southern Hemisphere compared to the Northern
Hemisphere, fog processing is likely to be relevant for the
enhancement of aerosol Fe solubility over the Southern Ocean.
The kinetic Fe dissolution experiments under fog conditions are
necessary to simulate the fog enhancement.

Atmospheric deposition fluxes of lithogenic and pyrogenic
DFe
At deposition to the oceans, the average aerosol Fe solubility for
bulk aerosols estimated by the IMPACT model was 1.5% (Fig. 7).
Biomass burning aerosols showed higher aerosol Fe solubility at
deposition (38%) than anthropogenic Fe sources (12%) and
mineral dust (1.2%). The model estimates of aerosol Fe solubility
clearly indicate the impact of atmospheric processing on the
derived aerosol Fe solubility, with higher Fe solubilities far from
the source regions over the remote oceans, corresponding to
lower total Fe concentrations. The relative contribution of
pyrogenic versus lithogenic Fe can largely determine the bulk
aerosol Fe solubility over the open oceans18,24,134. Several trace
metals and their isotopes are characterized by unique biogeo-
chemical cycling patters. Therefore, the analysis of the stable Fe
isotopes may offer additional constraints on the source apportion-
ment of aerosol Fe if the sources have distinct isotopic
signatures134–136. However, the complexity and overlapping of

the Fe isotopes in the different aerosol sources, and the kinetic
isotope effect during the atmospheric processing and leaching
make it difficult to provide a quantitative source apportionment
for the DFe.
The IMPACT model estimated an annually average deposition

flux of DFe to the ocean of 271 Gg Fe yr−1 (Fig. 8). Mineral dust
aerosols showed higher deposition fluxes of DFe (224 Gg Fe yr−1)
than biomass burning aerosols (33 Gg Fe yr−1) and anthropogenic
Fe sources (15 Gg Fe yr−1). The regions receiving the most
substantial amounts of DFe from pyrogenic Fe sources were the
Pacific and Southern Oceans (Fig. 8). The DFe deposition fluxes
from biomass burning aerosols may be important in the past and
future, particularly in the Southern Ocean19. This is already evident
through the 2019–2020 bushfires in the Australian region where
bushfires could contribute a large fraction of DFe concentrations
in aerosols16. In the last glacial-interglacial cycle, the Fe solubilities
in the North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling (NEEM) ice core
samples are higher during the warm periods than during the main
cold period137. Given the significant supply of DFe from biomass
burning aerosols in a warmer period when oceanic primary
production may be more dependent on the nutrient input from
atmospheric aerosols, the mega fires may be important to
simulate the effect of Fe on ocean fertilization and need to be
introduced as a potential feedback in the Earth System Models
(ESMs). However, the aerosol deposition processes are highly
uncertain. The atmospheric deposition flux of the radionuclide
beryllium-7 (7Be) derived from its ocean inventory may provide a
means to constrain the deposition fluxes of DFe138,139. This
approach relies on the aerosol Fe solubility derived from the
ambient aerosols sampled near the surface along the cruise tracks.
However, the aerosol Fe solubility via wet deposition is often
decoupled from that via dry deposition, due to different levels of
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atmospheric processing of aerosols at different altitudes20. More-
over, the aerosol Fe solubility for pyrogenic Fe was more than an
order of magnitude higher than that of lithogenic Fe over the
open ocean and thus the relative contribution of pyrogenic and
lithogenic sources of DFe influences the bulk aerosol Fe solubility
(Fig. 8). Therefore, models need to improve the simulation of
aerosol Fe solubility in rainwater41,85,140–142 but more observa-
tional data are needed to validate the model estimates.

OCEAN BIOGEOCHEMISTRY MODELING OF IRON
The role of Fe in regulating marine productivity and carbon cycle
has been widely accepted and the number of biogeochemistry
models considering Fe as a micronutrient and decoupling its cycle
from the cycle of carbon and macronutrients is growing. Several
global models were compared within an “Fe Model Intercompar-
ison Project” (FeMIP), and the fundamental processes in the Fe
cycle considered in those models are summarized in Tagliabue
et al.143. Recently, more models utilize variable aerosol Fe
solubility of atmospheric input and consider the pyrogenic
sources of aerosol Fe in addition to lithogenic sources. Here we
focus on the processes in seawater related to the fate of the
atmospheric input of DFe from pyrogenic sources and how they
are parameterized in different ocean biogeochemistry models.

Atmospheric input of DFe and aerosol particles in ocean
biogeochemistry models
All global ocean Fe models include an atmospheric source of DFe,
whereas they differ when considering other DFe sources such as
sedimentary and hydrothermal sources. Unlike ESMs which can
treat dust deposition flux interactively144, ocean-only models
typically prescribe the atmospheric source of dust with a spatially

2-dimensional field of deposition flux which is mostly simulated in
global aerosol models14,145. Traditionally, the climatological
deposition flux of mineral dust particles was used146. In most
cases, the total Fe content in dust particles was obtained from the
average Fe abundance in the upper crust of 3.5 wt%147. Atmo-
spheric Fe-containing aerosol models used variable Fe content for
different soils but resulted in a relatively small effect on the total
Fe deposition103,148. Despite the large variability of aerosol Fe
solubility over the oceans (Fig. 5), most ocean models assume a
constant solubility of 1–2%. During the last decade, more model-
derived deposition fluxes of DFe have become available (Table 1),
encouraging ocean models20,25,26,149 to move from assuming a
spatially uniform solubility towards using deposition fluxes of DFe
simulated by atmospheric Fe-containing chemistry models. In the
last few years, an increased number of ocean models20,26 and
ESMs19,27 introduced pyrogenic sources of DFe (including solid
fuel combustion, biomass burning, and liquid fuel combustion) in
addition to mineral dust (Table 4). Krishnamurthy et al.25

employed combustion sources in the Biogeochemical Elemental
Cycling (BEC) model. Subsequently, the long-term (multi-century)
responses to changing atmospheric DFe input were investigated
in equilibrium simulations with a modified BEC module in the
Community Earth System Model (CESM)19 over three periods: pre-
industrial, present day, and the future. For a shorter period over
the last decades, Wang et al.26 examined the impact of
anthropogenic source of different nutrients (N, P, and Fe) on
marine productivity under realistic climate with Pelagic Interaction
Scheme for Carbon and Ecosystem Studies (PISCES) coupled with
the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO). In the
Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate, Earth System
version 2 for Long-term simulations (MIROC-ES2L)27, the atmo-
spheric deposition of pyrogenic Fe-containing aerosols was
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dynamically simulated to study biogeochemical changes in the
ocean. These studies focused on the impact of anthropogenic Fe
sources on ocean biogeochemistry under the transient simula-
tions. However, it is unclear if the large diversity in the impact of
anthropogenic aerosol input on NPP change is related to the
different atmospheric inputs of DFe or to the parameterization of
processes in the biogeochemical cycle in different models. Thus,
equilibrium sensitivity simulations were conducted to investigate
a process-based understanding of the effects of atmospheric DFe
input on ocean biogeochemistry20. The Ocean Ecosystem
COmponent for MIROC-ES2L (OECO)27 and the Regulated Ecosys-
tem Model version 2 (REcoM-2)150 were driven by three DFe
deposition fields20. Since the same perturbations in DFe sources
were applied to equilibrium simulations with the two models,
more insights into differences between models in response of
marine biogeochemistry were gained. REcoM-2 shows significantly
higher sensitivity of ocean biogeochemistry to pyrogenic Fe
source, primarily because most of the deposition of pyrogenic DFe
to the open ocean occurs in Fe-limiting regions. In this review,
therefore, we take REcoM-2 as a tool to analyze and illustrate the
effect of the pyrogenic source of DFe on the marine productivity.
We will also discuss features in different models that could result
in model-dependent responses.
Atmospheric DFe is added to the uppermost model layer as

DFe. A few models consider the role of lithogenic particles151,152

as well as pyrogenic particles20 in the carbon export flux and
scavenging of DFe. In these models, all deposited particles are
assumed to be fine particles and sink slowly on their own. The
sinking of these particles is accelerated through aggregation with
organic particles. All the particles provide surfaces for DFe
adsorption throughout the water column and a part of adsorbed
Fe is returned to DFe by desorption.

Biogeochemical cycle of Fe in the ocean
As any other tracers of solutes in models, DFe is transported with
water masses and undergoes the chemical and biological cycle
(Fig. 1). The chemical cycle is driven by the Fe speciation. Global
ocean Fe models usually consider a simplified speciation between
two size classes: DFe and particulate Fe (PFe), which represents
the operational separation in measurements by a filter cut-off of
0.2 µm. Since the solubility of inorganic Fe is very low in
oxygenated seawater153, the majority of DFe found in seawater
exits as Fe bound with organic chelates (ligand). Therefore, in

most of the models, DFe consists of free Fe (Fe′) and Fe bound
with organic ligands (FeL), while few models assume that a
fraction of DFe is colloidal (Fecoll)

154. The concentration of FeL is
calculated based on the conditional stability constant of ligand
and a chemical equilibrium between Fe′ and FeL155.
Organic matter that can bind Fe contains a variety of chemical

compounds. Their chemical properties, the identification and
quantification of ligands in field studies have been comprehen-
sively reviewed156,157. In global models for long-term simulations,
it is cost-intensive to mathematically describe the entire pool of
ligands because of the continuum of their binding stability as well
as the different sources and lifetimes. Ocean modelers have made
efforts to parameterize organic complexation of different com-
plexity. The assumption of one ligand class with a uniform
concentration is still used in many models. It is based on some
earlier measurements of DFe concentrations with low spatial
variability in the deep ocean158. With a considerable increase of
measurements of DFe and ligand concentration, we know today
that ligand distribution is far from uniform. Thus, this assumption
should not be used anymore to reproduce observed DFe
distribution, although it excludes the biological control on ligands
and can still help in sensitivity studies to resolve the role of other
individual processes in the Fe cycle. Introducing variable ligands
into global models and simulating the spatial and temporal
variability of Fe speciation may raise the computational cost,
particularly because some chemical reactions require a much
shorter time step than commonly used in global ocean models.
This stiff problem has been numerically solved by dividing
processes into “fast” and “slow” reactions and assuming that the
“fast” reactions approach equilibrium within a normal model time
step159. Some models linked organic complexation to other
quantities simulated in models such as dissolved organic carbon
(DOC), apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) and pH150,159,160. This
kind of parameterizations is based on correlations found in
observations or in calculations with kinetic models. It works mostly
well in regions with similar conditions to the observational sites
and in waters with comparable properties to the defined
experiments with kinetic models. Under other conditions, the
validity of these correlations needs to be carefully examined.
Alternatively, sources and sinks of ligands can be described
explicitly to simulate the entire cycle of ligands. It is, however,
difficult to establish a proper classification of various ligands.
Different criteria have been suggested, such as their sources,
binding strengths, and lifetimes. Modern measurements tend to

Table 4. Comparison of DFe source strengths, Fe ligands, DFe species, sensitivity simluations, and NPP changes relative to base simulations in ocean
biogeochemistry models.

Model DFe source strengths (Gmol yr−1) Fe ligands DFe speciesf Simulations NPP changes

Aerosol Sediment Hydrothermal River

Lithogenic Pyrogenic

BEC25 From 2.4 to 5.5a 31.3 0.0 0.0 Implicit DFe Transient 2%a

NEMO-PISCES26,154 2.6b 1.6b 26.0 14.0 2.0 Explicit Fe′ + FeL + Fecoll Transient 2.5%g

CESM19 From 12.6 to 13.6c 20.0 5.0 0.3 Explicit Fe′ + FeL Equilibrium 0.2%c

OECO20,27 3.2d 0.84d 42.0 8.4 0.0 Implicit DFe Equilibrium −0.3%d

REcoM-220,150 4.0e 0.86e 4.1 1.1 0.0 Explicit Fe′ + FeL Equilibrium 6.4%e

aPre-industrial and current era (1996).
bNatural and anthropogenic. Anthropogenic source was defined as the difference of deposition from pre-industrial (1850) to present day (2000).
cSensitivity simulations with low and high combustion source strengths for present day (2008).
dSensitivity simulations with and without pyrogenic sources for present day (2004)20.
eWe estimated less NPP change, partly due to smaller deposition fluxes of DFe in the Southern Ocean and Pacific Ocean16, compared to our previous
simulations (9%)20.
fDissolved Fe (DFe), free Fe (Fe′), Fe bound with organic ligands (FeL) and colloidal Fe (Fecoll).
gSensitivity simulations with and without anthropogenic N, P, and DFe deposition in 2007.
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divide ligands into three classes according to the conditional
stability constant156 and provide data to be compared with model
results. However, modeling the cycle of several ligand classes
needs to introduce a number of parameters that we know too
little about. This will heavily increase the uncertainty of models.
Modelers started to describe the cycle of one ligand prognos-
tically161. More studies on mechanisms controlling the ligand cycle
are needed to constrain the model parameters.
The chemical cycle of Fe in the modern ocean is largely

controlled by organic complexation and scavenging (i.e., removal
of DFe by particle adsorption). Particularly, DFe concentration in
the deep ocean is mainly determined by the balance of these two
processes. This is implemented in most models with the
assumption that only Fe′, calculated as the difference between
DFe and FeL, undergoes scavenging. The scavenging loss of DFe is
calculated as a function of Fe′ concentration and the abundance
of particles. For the latter, more and more models also treat dust
particles as Fe′ scavengers. The scavenging process of Fe is very
complex and there is still no consensus on a proper mechanistic
description of adsorption and desorption of different Fe species in
global models. Therefore, the scavenging rate is often used as one
of the major tuning parameters to keep modeled DFe distribution
close to observations. Both Fe′ and FeL enter the biological cycle
as DFe for phytoplankton uptake in some models.
Phytoplankton groups have evolved with different Fe uptake

mechanisms, for example, through membrane transporters or
reduction of various Fe(III) species at the cell surface to generate
Fe(II)162, and with the ability to reduce their Fe demand under Fe-
limiting conditions163. This is reflected in the variety of assump-
tions on DFe in models. Some models assume that the entire DFe
pool is equally available to all phytoplankton groups, while others
consider the difference in bioavailability between Fe′ and FeL or
even within FeL164. In a nutrient-phytoplankton–zooplankton-
detritus (NPZD)-type ecosystem model, Fe passes from phyto-
plankton over zooplankton to detritus by grazing, aggregation,
and mortality. A part of Fe is stored in biomass and a part is
recycled and released back to the DFe pool by respiration, grazing,
and remineralization. The rest of the biological form of Fe sinks
deeper in the ocean with sinking organic particles and aggregates.
The fraction of Fe reaching the seafloor is accumulated in
sediments. Finally, some DFe is released to the water column at
the bottom layer due to the degradation of organic matter as
sedimentary input, which simply depends on the assumed Fe to
carbon ratio for some models.

Model description and simulations to illustrate the role of
pyrogenic DFe source
REcoM-2 is one of the state-of-the-art global biogeochemical
models with an ecosystem compartment consisting of two
phytoplankton groups: diatom (DIA) and nanophytoplankton
(PHY), one zooplankton and one detritus class165. REcoM-2
considers flexible stoichiometry of carbon, nitrogen, silica for
DIA only, iron and chlorophyll (C:N(:Si):Fe:Chl) and phytoplankton
growth is described by multiplication of three growth limiting
factors: light, temperature, and nutrients (i.e., N, Si, and Fe).
Growth limitation by nutrients is calculated using the Liebig’s law
of the minimum: the least available nutrient determines the
current growth rate. DIA and PHY mainly differ in the model in
their requirement for light and nutrients. PHY needs a higher light
level for growth166. Due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio of
small-sized phytoplankton, they are more efficient in nutrient
uptake than large diatom cells, which is reflected in REcoM-2 by
assuming a lower half-saturation concentration for dissolved
inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and DFe uptake for PHY than for DIA.
Therefore, PHY is less sensitive to nutrient limitation but suffers
more under light limitation.

In the modeled Fe cycle, Fe′ is scavenged by both organic and
lithogenic particles which undergo particle aggregation and sink
to the deep ocean151. Instead of a constant ligand, a function of
DOC and pH was applied to describe the dependency of ligand
binding stability on biology and environmental conditions150. This
parameterization essentially reduced a model-data mismatch
often found in global Fe models with a constant ligand or one
prognostic ligand. The latter showed largely uniform and/or too
low deep DFe concentrations. Two different atmospheric deposi-
tion fields were used in two REcoM-2 runs with the surface input
of DFe just from lithogenic (Rlith) and from both lithogenic and
pyrogenic sources (Rlith+pyro)

20, as was shown in Fig. 8. In the
following, the difference between Rlith and Rlith+pyro is referred to
as the pyrogenic effect to demonstrate the role of pyrogenic Fe
source in regulating marine productivity.

Response of surface DFe and growth limitation of
phytoplankton
Considering the pyrogenic DFe source, surface DFe (Fig. 9) mainly
increases in the subtropical North Pacific, Indian Ocean, the
tropical and subtropical Atlantic. It agrees well in some regions
with the large deposition fluxes of DFe from pyrogenic sources
(Fig. 8c, d). Regions receiving most of the pyrogenic DFe are the
northwestern Pacific adjacent to the East Asia, Bay of Bengal, the
eastern Indian Ocean downwind from the Southeast Asia and
Australia, the tropical Atlantic and the southwestern Indian Ocean
downwind from the African Continent. The differences in the
pattern of the DFe deposition and surface DFe concentration
could be caused by the biological consumption of Fe, which is
mostly controlled by the intensity of nutrient limitation.
REcoM-2 reproduces well as the most limiting nutrient reported

so far in field studies. Most of the subtropical gyres are typically
limited by the availability of macronutrients (e.g., N and P). Thus,
adding more DFe from a pyrogenic source does not affect the
growth of phytoplankton, which lead to an increase of surface DFe
concentration when sufficient ligands exist. In other regions (e.g.,
the North and equatorial Pacific, in part of the South Pacific and
the Southern Ocean), DFe can effectively regulate the biological
productivity167. Thus, DFe from pyrogenic source is quickly
consumed by phytoplankton, resulting in a strong increase in
NPP dominated by PHY in most of these Fe-limited regions
(Fig. 10a) and partly by DIA in the equatorial Pacific and a small
area in the North Pacific (Fig. 10b). Therefore, the DFe concentra-
tion in these regions remains nearly unchanged even after the
addition of pyrogenic DFe.

Fig. 9 Simulated change in surface DFe concentration (µmol Fe
m−3) with REcoM-2, induced by the deposition of pyrogenic DFe.
The surface concentration of DFe was calculated as the average over
the upper 100m. Climatological simulations were performed driven
by the atmospheric input of DFe for year 2017, which was calculated
with IMPACT.
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In the Pacific, phytoplankton growth is often limited by Fe in
REcoM-2, which is not fully validated due to lack of observations.
On the other hand, concentrations of macronutrients, such as DIN
in the subtropical North Pacific Gyre, are extremely low as well.
Pyrogenic DFe supports significantly higher growth of PHY in Rlith
+pyro until its growth is switched from Fe-limited to N-limited. At
the same time, the growth of DIA increases slightly and is switched
to N-limited at the surface and to Si-limited deeper in the ocean.
Because of the minimum law of nutrient limitation applied in the
model, a further increase in phytoplankton growth is held back.
Thus, the surface DFe concentration increases in newly established
systems limited by macronutrients even though the biological
uptake and production are clearly enhanced (Fig. 9).
Nanophytoplankton and diatom compete for nutrients (e.g., N

and Fe) as well as light. In most of the Fe-limiting regions, the
stronger response by PHY to pyrogenic Fe is explained by their more
efficient Fe uptake than DIA. One exception is found in the eastern
equatorial Pacific where NPP by DIA clearly increases and that by
PHY slightly decreases (Fig. 10a, b). Vertically, DIA predominantly
increases at the surface and declines slightly below 20–50 m,
whereas PHY decreases in the entire upper 80 m. The eastern
equatorial Pacific is characterized by intensive diatom blooms due to
the higher silicate supply by upwelling waters. Diatom growth there
is mainly limited by Fe supply. The additional DFe relieves the Fe
limitation by DIA in the model and leads to a higher DIA
concentration in the surface water, which results in higher
absorption of light and makes the light condition crucial for PHY
growth. Therefore, PHY could grow more slowly when the increase
in light limitation overcomes the relief of Fe limitation. Below the
surface waters, DIA also undergoes increasing light limitation,
leading to a slight decrease in NPP. A similar but less intensive
situation is found in the high-latitude Southern Ocean as well.
Responses of marine phytoplankton to additional pyrogenic

DFe can be summarized for the HNLC regions: diatom growth is
fueled in surface waters by the relief of Fe limitation; while
nanophytoplankton suffers more from the intensified light
limitation and can however overcome diatom where nutrients
are in short supply. This could change the community composi-
tion and thus the efficiency of nutrient remineralization and of the
biological carbon pump. Therefore, the competition for nutrients
and light within a phytoplankton community and its representa-
tion in models are crucial to understand and predict responses of
marine productivity to changing DFe input.

Effect of nutrient redistribution on primary production
The nutrient consumption in the ocean is primarily regulated by the
certain elemental composition of phytoplankton, although large
variations around the Redfield ratio have been found between
different species168. Thus, increasing biological production in the

Fe-limiting regions also consumes more macronutrients and results
in more macronutrient-depleted surface waters transported to the
Indian Ocean via the Indonesian Throughflow and further to the
Atlantic Ocean. Consequently, NPP slightly decreases in large areas
in the initially macronutrient-limited Atlantic and the Indian Ocean.
A part of these waters flow southwards to the Antarctic Circumpolar
Currents and causes a small decrease in NPP of PHY in the
Southern Ocean.
Overall, the addition of DFe from pyrogenic source raises the

global annual NPP by 6.4%, which results from an increase of 7.9%
in PHY and 3.4% in DIA (Fig. 10). The global EP increases by 4.6%.
Regionally, pyrogenic DFe source can have a larger contribution to
the DFe pool and stimulate NPP in a more efficient way. The
importance of the additional DFe source to biology is not only
determined by the absolute amount of DFe input but also whether
deposition fluxes coincide with a strong Fe limitation in the system
before deposition. Especially, in the northeastern Pacific (Fig. 8c),
the increase of NPP and EP per deposition flux of pyrogenic DFe is
nearly three times the efficiency on a global scale20. In some parts
of the Southern Ocean, DFe deposition flux is enhanced mainly
due to wildfires and the phytoplankton community becomes more
diatom-dominated, resulting in an increase of carbon export19.
Since the pyrogenic aerosols from wildfires in the Southern
Hemisphere deliver DFe into the HNLC regions, the interannual
variability of deposition fluxes can substantially influence biogeo-
chemical cycles in ocean models. Therefore, we estimated less NPP
change, mainly because of the smaller deposition fluxes of DFe
from wildfires16, compared to our previous simulations20. This
unintentional ocean Fe fertilization potentially has a similar effect
on phytoplankton community composition and carbon export to
the artificial ocean Fe fertilizations6,169.

Factors driving different responses in models
We extend our discussion to an inter-model comparison of ocean
biogeochemistry models that consider pyrogenic DFe sources
(Table 4). These modeling studies demonstrated different
magnitudes of global NPP change to the change in atmospheric
DFe input and even the sign of NPP change differs. This is partly
caused by the different experimental design and assumed
different strengths of perturbations in atmospheric DFe input
(up to 4-fold) in those models. Some models simulated the
transient change in atmospheric DFe input from the pre-industrial
time to present-day, and others calculated the equilibrium states
of present-day with different atmospheric input fluxes. Other
factors such as differences in processes considered in the models
and their parameterization can influence the model sensitivity to
perturbations as well. The obviously different results in OECO and
REcoM-220 indicate the need for a better understanding of the

Fig. 10 Simulated change in NPP (mgC m−2 day−1) with REcoM-2, induced by the deposition of pyrogenic DFe. Climatological simulations
were performed for a nanophytoplankton and b diatom driven by the atmospheric input of DFe for year 2017, which was calculated in
IMPACT.
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marine Fe cycle at the process level to obtain more reliable results
from global ocean biogeochemistry models.
One major factor that can influence the model sensitivity is that

other external sources of DFe are less constrained than the
atmospheric deposition. Thus, the input fluxes from those sources
can vary over several orders of magnitudes in different models143.
Indeed, REcoM-2 applied a 5–10 times lower sedimentary source
than other models19,25,26 and even larger differences exist for total
external DFe sources (Table 4). Thus, the contribution of pyrogenic
DFe sources to the global external DFe sources in REcoM-2 is
much larger, compared to other models. However, a sensitivity
simulation shows that the efficiency of pyrogenic Fe to enhance
NPP and EP is not strongly influenced by the strength of
sedimentary source in REcoM-220, partly because it is necessary
to increase the scavenging rate constant with the increased
sedimentary source strengths for more realistic simulation of DFe
distribution and estimates of primary production. Thus, the
differences in the sensitivity could stem from different parameter-
izations of processes in the Fe cycle, such as organic complexation
and scavenging in ocean models.
Models considering a dependence of organic complexation on

biological activities (e.g., DOC- and AOU-parameterization) can
have a stronger response than that assumed uniform ligand
concentration due to the “knock-on” effect150: if the additional Fe
supply induces phytoplankton growth, organic complexation of Fe
increases with enhanced DOC production and remineralization.
More deposited Fe can be kept in the dissolved form, which gives
a positive feedback to the Fe supply. Models with larger external
sources usually need to balance with higher scavenging rates and
in many models, scavenging rate of DFe is rapidly increased at
higher DFe concentrations to take into account the fast removal
by “colloidal pumping”170. Therefore, even introducing the same
perturbation, the speciation and residence time of added Fe could
differ between models and thus induce biological production at
different degrees. Furthermore, models treat elemental cycles with
different complexity. For example, not all the models consider N2

fixation and denitrification in the N cycle, and the flexibility of Fe:C
or Fe:N ratio varies between models, resulting in changes in
phytoplankton community composition and making the inter-
model comparison more difficult. The BEC model suggested that
the anthropogenic atmospheric Fe deposition could have a larger
effect on NPP than atmospheric N25. In contrast, in the CESM,
global marine NPP and carbon cycle are relatively insensitive to
changes in atmospheric deposition of DFe, while N2 fixation,
denitrification, phytoplankton community structure, and carbon
export are more affected19. In NEMO-PISCES, DFe plays a minor
role in affecting global marine NPP in comparison to N supplied by
anthropogenic aerosol26. In REcoM-2, neither the atmospheric N
input nor N2 fixation and denitrification is considered.
Despite all the difficulties in the inter-model comparison, two

factors strongly affecting the sensitivity of an ocean model are
most likely the strength of external DFe sources and the
parameterization of scavenging. Currently, these are the least
constrained components in ocean models. Nevertheless, since a
large area of the global ocean receiving high deposition of
pyrogenic DFe is limited by Fe, it is vital to take into account this
source of Fe, particularly to understand the present Fe cycle on a
regional scale and to project responses of the ocean biogeo-
chemistry to the future Fe supply.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Pyrogenic aerosol potentially contributes to ocean fertilization by
supplying DFe, especially in the HNLC regions where even a small
addition of Fe can trigger large phytoplankton blooms. Most
previous studies, however, focused on mineral dust and neglected
pyrogenic aerosol since the total Fe supply by pyrogenic aerosol is
significantly lower than by other aerosol sources. In the last

decade, there is increasing observational evidence on the
presence of pyrogenic sources to atmospheric DFe supply in the
remote marine atmosphere and the dominant role of atmospheric
processing (such as acid dissolution) in producing secondary DFe.
In addition, more atmospheric models calculated deposition fluxes
of DFe from pyrogenic sources, and the number of ocean
biogeochemistry models considering pyrogenic DFe as a source
of micronutrient is growing. Our understanding on pyrogenic Fe
aerosols including their emission, chemical processing, deposition,
and impact on ocean biogeochemistry (Fig. 1) has improved
substantially in the past few years. However, there are still major
challenges that hamper our ability to more quantitatively under-
stand the highly variable pyrogenic Fe sources, the complex
aerosol and seawater chemistry, and diverse marine responses to
this Fe supply, and to predict their changes under ongoing climate
change. On basis of this review, we recommend that the following
research should be prioritized:

(1) Developing a comprehensive emission inventory of size-
resolved and speciated Fe from pyrogenic sources. There are
still large uncertainties in the emission of total Fe and initial
Fe solubility for different sources of aerosols. Furthermore,
no data is available on the size distribution of Fe species in
aerosol sources. New measurements are needed to provide
size-resolved emission factors of different Fe species
including DFe that can be used to build emission inventories
for global models, replacing simplified parameterizations in
current models.

(2) Determining Fe dissolution processes, involving acids and
organic ligands. Current global aerosol models cannot
reproduce aerosol Fe solubility over the Southern Ocean,
suggesting that there is a missing source or transformation
process of DFe under pristine atmospheric conditions.
Furthermore, aerosol water conditions are hugely to
simulate, particularly its high ionic strength and complex
mixture of organics and inorganics. More research is needed
to derive the ligand-promoted and photo-reductive Fe
dissolution rates for different types of aerosols in realistic
aerosol water conditions. Chamber studies may be needed
to test whether the bulk chemistry method97 provides
realistic dissolution rates. Such new studies will help to
improve the parameterization of dissolution processes in
aerosol Fe models.

(3) Observations and source apportionment of pyrogenic Fe
aerosols in remote locations. A major challenge in simulat-
ing the aerosol Fe cycle is the lack of data to validate the
model results. More field observations on Fe chemistry are
needed, particularly long-term observations over the more
remote oceans, such as the Pacific, Indian, and the Southern
Ocean. These include a comprehensive analysis of organic
and inorganic species to enable a quantitative source
apportionment of Fe and DFe. Such data are essential for
validating the model simulations. Using the validated model
simulation of deposition fluxes, it can be further examined
how the temporal variability of atmospheric deposition
impacts the responses of the ocean and what length of the
time step in ocean models is required to predict the
biological and chemical responses to the sporadic Fe input
more accurately.

(4) Improving atmospheric chemistry modeling of Fe. Aerosols
with the same size but different compositions should be
treated as external mixtures rather than internal mixtures,
when calculating their pH and aerosol Fe solubility. More
research is needed to quantify their mixing state. Further-
more, a more accurate estimate of the Fe solubility in
rainwater is critical in the flux calculation, as the atmo-
spheric delivery of DFe becomes the dominant input into
the open ocean. The fate of labile Fe in fog, cloud, and
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rainwater is subject to large uncertainty, because of a lack of
knowledge of specific organic ligands and their formation
rates in aerosols and cloud water. While multifunctional
aliphatic compounds are suggested as Fe ligands in
aerosols171, strong complexation of Fe with organic
compounds such as siderophores has been measured in
rainwater172,173. The siderophores may be synthesized by
microorganisms such as fungi and bacteria in cloud water
and act as a strong complexing agent for Fe174,175. The
effects of such a high molecular-weight Fe-organic com-
plexation on Fe solubility remains an open question.

(5) Improving ocean modeling of Fe biogeochemistry. Despite
the expansion of our understanding of the marine Fe cycle
and the improvements in model parameterizations, the
observed pattern of DFe distribution is not very well
reproduced in the current global Fe models, relative to the
model-data agreement of macronutrients. Due to the
chemical speciation and particle reactivity of Fe in seawater,
the Fe cycle is more complex than cycles of macronutrients.
Ocean modelers are struggling between the necessary
model complexity to catch the major features of the Fe
cycle, the concomitant uncertainties, and the computational
costs. Simple assumptions and parameterizations are
applied for many processes (e.g., input from external
sources, scavenging, and cycle of organic ligands). In most
global ocean models, Fe speciation is differentiated between
Fe′ and FeL whereas the redox cycling and Fecoll are often
implicitly treated as rapid scavenging rate of DFe at higher
DFe concentration. Moreover, it is challenging to consider
the variety of Fe bioavailability to different phytoplankton
groups. Furthermore, only a small number of in situ nutrient
limitation measurements are available for validating the
modeled limitation pattern of phytoplankton growth. These
simplifications and challenges are applicable for Fe from all
external sources and their influences in the role of pyrogenic
Fe source need to be examined thoroughly.

(6) Laboratory and modeling studies on the role of organics
deposited with Fe. How these organics coming with DFe into
seawater alter the seawater chemistry of Fe is not well
understood and, so far, ignored in ocean models. Many of
these organics can form complexes with Fe which undergo
interactions with oceanic ligands, and thus extend DFe
residence time in the surface water176,177. The abrupt pH
change at the sea surface microlayer as well as the future pH
change in the ocean can alter the binding capacity with
organics150,177. Therefore, more efforts need to be made to
investigate the kinetics of these deposited ligands in
laboratory studies, and to simulate the modification of Fe
solubility by these ligands and changes in the past and future.

(7) Laboratory studies on the acquisition of pyrogenic Fe by
marine phytoplankton and bacteria and processing by
zooplankton. Acquisition of pyrogenic Fe could be controlled
by different uptake mechanisms compared to mineral dust,
due to their different chemical forms and various chemical
species accompanied with air pollutants. The latter may cause
short- or long-term adverse effects in the aquatic environment.
Laboratory experiments with phytoplankton species growing
with pyrogenic Fe or mineral dust could help us to understand
the bioavailability of pyrogenic Fe and further derive necessary
parameterizations for models. Fe uptake by marine microbes
may interact with other trace elements. For example, copper is
toxic at extremely high concentrations178,179. However, its
toxicity may be alleviated by Fe or increased by forming
complexes with organic matter178,180,181. Developing a
mechanistic understanding of the bioavailability of different
trace elements found in aerosols, whether soluble or as
nanoparticles98 as well as their interactions are therefore
underlined. Furthermore, more laboratory and modeling works

are needed to quantity the role of zooplankton, which may
solubilize aerosol Fe182 due to its low pH in its gut183, in
producing more bioavailable Fe for phytoplankton.

(8) Systematic comparison between ocean models. Different
experiment designs and parameterizations in ocean models
hamper our ability to draw firm conclusions on the impact of
pyrogenic Fe on marine biogeochemistry. For a proper
estimation of the role of pyrogenic Fe source, simulations
with different models need to be conducted using the same
fields of aerosol deposition fluxes and for the same periods.
Such a harmonized inter-model comparison will help us to
disentangle and understand the model-dependent results.

(9) Investigating the role of pyrogenic Fe source in ESMs.
Pyrogenic Fe sources evolve with changes in climate and air
quality in the past and future. To study the biosphere-climate
feedback in ESMs, fundamental work is needed to improve our
understanding of bioaccessible Fe supply due to human
perturbation. To project the effects of warm climate on the
high intensity and long duration of wildfires, more sophisti-
cated fire model is needed184. To project the effects of energy
policies and technologies on pyrogenic aerosol emissions,
more works are needed for social-economic models185.

DATA AVAILABILITY
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